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In-depth interviews were conducted with five human
service professionals who worked in a community-based
residential group home for developmentally disabled adults.
The interviewing process used a phenomenological approach
which focused on the perceptions of the human service pro¬
fessionals.

"Perceptions" relate to the personal

interpretations and evaluations that the human service
professionals made of their work experiences.
The interview process consisted of three ninetyminute interviews with each participant.
view centered around the question,

The first inter¬

"How did you come to

work as a human service professional?"
interview focused upon the question,

The second

"What is it like for

you to work at a community-based residential group home
for developmentally disabled adults?"
view asked,

And the third inter¬

"What does deinstitutionalization mean to you?"
v

The
scribed.

interviews were audio-recorded and later tran¬
After

identified,

significant transcript material had been

it was

then

synthesized in two ways:

as profiles of the participants;
from the

and

second,

first,

as excerpts

interviews which were woven together with emergent

themes that connected the experiences of the participants.
Seven themes relative

to their experiences

based residential group home emerged
The

seven emergent themes

at the community-

from the data.

that evolved from the data

were:
Theme

1:

Are private
homes

sector community-based group

for the developmentally disabled

adult truly independent,

or are

they a

cleverly disguised extension of state
government?
Theme

2:

Community-based group homes,
large

state

institutions,

unlike the

should impress

family and community values upon their
clients.

These values

are critical to

the healthy and productive

independence

of clients.
Theme

3:

The quality of care

is much better

community-based group homes
large
Theme

4:

in

than in

institutions.

Staff development and staff selection are
critical

to the
vi

success of the program.

Theme

5:

Members

of the public and

bers of

some clients resent the good

quality of

life

family mem¬

that the clients

have.
Theme

6:

Community-based group homes have a
positive economic

impact upon the

local community and that
tive
Theme

7:

fosters posi¬

integration into the community.

Can a community-based program such as
ours,

which is driven by the needs of

the clients,

maintain its unique

identity and philosophy?

• •
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PREFACE

This

study utilizes

an in-depth interviewing

methodology designed to obtain
the perceptions

of human

firsthand knowledge about

service professionals who work

in a community-based residential group home
mentally disabled adults.
perspective,

it

is

professionals know,
feel,

for develop-

From a qualitative-social

important to know what the human
to

see what they see,

to

feel what they

and to understand what they understand.

assumes

that both the knower and the known are

that realities

are multiply constructed,

must be construed in context.

This

study

interactive,

and that meaning

Therefore,

reported in the words of the participants.

• •
Xll

service

the data is

CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

While the past two decades of

"deinstitutionalization"

witnessed significant reduction of the population of large,
old institutionalized buildings,
become evident that this

at the

social

Integration is not just

into communities,

integration and opportunities

tions with non-disabled people.
disabilities are moving to
it is

time to

focus

these

smaller settings,

these

settings

encourage

individuals with

smaller residential settings,

are experiencing

integration into the

sur¬

and the principles

that work to enhance the quality of life and
To what degree are people residing
and experiencing interaction

valued individuals?

Until recently,

with developmental disabilities were not given the
chances

to develop as members

given.

Professionals

in the

people
same

larger society were

in charge of their care had the

authority to define what they could or could not
Consequently,

in

the degree to which residents of

valued settings

with typical,

interac¬

attention on the quality of life

integration.

in typical,

but it includes

for positive

As more

rounding neighborhood and community,
and practices

it has

alone was not synonymous with

integration into the community.
the placement of people

same time,

they were

forced to
1

learn.

live within limits that

2

had been

set by others.

Today,

people with disabilities

it

is obvious

are given the

support to develop as others

same

that when

freedom and

in our community,

they are

surprisingly successful.
In general,

the normalization movement has taught us

that energy expended in
influence an
Now,

individual's

more than ever,

community-based
never before.

self-improvement programs can
sense of satisfaction in life.

developmentally disabled people

facilities are dramatizing this

fact as

Individuals with developmental disabilities

can help us to understand that a
more

in

"good life" may be nothing

than solving one's own problem,

at one's own level,

with one's own abilities.
Our

society is making radical changes

in the way it

views persons with developmental disabilities.
hundreds

of years,

these people were

ment and as hindrances
away to

live

to progress,

in institutions.

chain of discoveries

that has

correct its perceptions

and educational problems,
neighborhoods

in the

and most were

led our

sent

society to begin to

such people as valuable,

except for extreme medical

never

should have

first place.

perceptual revolution is

an embarrass¬

It has been a remarkable

and see

individual human beings who,

seen as

For

left their

The result of this

that the once devalued and

segregated people are moving back into their own communi¬
ties

throughout the country.

And to our surprise,

their

3

presence, more often than not,

has added zest and

rejuvenation to the neighborhoods in which they are
living.
Concern over the needs of persons with developmental
disabilities and the capacity of existing service arrange¬
ments to meet these needs have been expressed for many
years.

However,

practical guidelines for the establishment

or restructuring of programs to meet the needs of people
with developmental disabilities have only recently
appeared in the literature.
in our knowledge base,

In response to this lacunae

this study hopes to provide new

perspectives based on the analysis of the experiences,
processes,

and practices of a community-based residential

system.

Statement of the Problem

In the State of Connecticut,

people with developmental

disabilities represent disparate groups of individuals with
differing physical or mental conditions.

As a group,

they

share an array of special services provided by the State of
Connecticut.

Differences between who should provide

services and where services should be provided are issues
that administrators,

professionals,

and community leaders

have debated since the deinstitutionalization movement
began.

Even though the need for special services varies

4

greatly among individuals,
tic lines.

For example,

it tends to cut across diagnos¬

services for people with

developmental disabilities are provided by thirteen dif¬
ferent state agencies as they were when people with
developmental disabilities lived in institutions.
recently,

Until

none of these agencies had the overall responsi¬

bility to evaluate and plan for the global needs of this
population.
system,

This approach resulted in an uncoordinated

and it left gaps in the services provided to

individuals with developmental disabilities.
judicial,

Philosophical,

and economic factors have combined to facilitate

the deinstitutionalization process.

For example,

the

consent decree of the State of Connecticut has been instru¬
mental in the movement of clients out of state institutions
and into private community-based residential programs.
The Department of Mental Retardation is working to
ensure that there are good programs as close to clients'
homes as possible.

The differences of opinions come from

what can be more effective

(programmatically and

economically)—a state-operated group home or a private
residential group home.

The major initiative has been the

establishment of alternative services in the communities.
But,

can they withhold the level of professionalism without

full support of the state?

Has the private sector provided

the amount of services that are needed to adequately pro¬
vide the vast amount of services needed?

The data
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examined from a group of five human service professionals
working in the private group home field will formulate an
opinion of this problem.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to survey the perceptions
and attitudes of five human service professionals who work
in a community-based group home in Connecticut for
developmentally disabled adults.

The respondents will be

asked to give their perceptions of the quality of life for
this group of people and their perceptions of the critical
issues confronting deinstitutionalization during this
period of significant philosophical and programmatic
change.
This study is intended to respond to the growing
interest of policymakers,

administrators,

advocates,

and

program staff in the effectiveness of services provided to
and needed by this population in community-based programs.
The specific residential facility on which this study is
focused will be small group homes and the services that
they provide their residents in the community.
The researcher will gather data regarding the charac¬
teristics,
group home.

processes,

goals,

and practices of a residential

This study will provide basic descriptions of

this group home setting and will make an assessment of the

6

quality of the care given in this residential arrange¬
ment.
Specifically,

the researcher intends to employ

in-depth interview techniques together with content analy¬
sis to investigate a core set of questions covering the
following issues and problems:
• History of the program
• Characteristics of clients
• Program sponsorship
• Program funding
• Characteristics of the program's physical
setting
• Types of services provided
• Special issues in serving people with
developmental disabilities
• Whether community-based programs are effective
vehicles for integration of these people into
the society
• Whether deinstitutionalization is a helpful
and beneficial concept
The gap in our knowledge about community care from
large-scale,

quantitative survey research and other inves¬

tigations underscores the need for methods that would
balance the picture and reveal other dimensions of the
situation.

This study seeks to provide such a perspective

in its qualitative approach.

7

Significance of the Study

Philosophical,

judicial,

and economic factors have

combined to produce a trend toward deinstitutionalization
in the State of Connecticut.

For example,

Department of Mental Retardation,

at the

a consent decree has been

instrumental in the movement of clients out of long-term
care facilities and into community-based programs.

It is

obvious that deinstitutionalization will continue and that
other mental health agencies will also move to deinstitu¬
tionalize their populations in the very near future.
primary concern for all parties involved is:

The

How well-

managed will deinstitutionalization be and what affects
will it have on all interested parties?
As one element of program implementation,

the

Connecticut legislature has allocated funds to be used
specifically to study some aspects of deinstitutionaliza¬
tion and its affect on state institutions and community
residences under the jurisdiction of five State agencies.
The need for a broad focus on the service need of people
with developmental disabilities and the need for coordi¬
nated planning and program development cannot be over¬
emphasized.

Currently,

programs for different services

needs are implemented separately by many agencies and
departments.

However,

the service needs of developmentally

disabled individuals are like a puzzle—each need may be
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separately defined,
unless
an

but the picture cannot be complete

each piece connects with the others.

individual who

For example,

is physically disabled and has been

placed in a long-term care
range of services,

facility may require a

including housing,

vocational training,

interim income

support,

pendent living

skills

independence.

If architectually adoptable housing can be

located,

employment,

full

training,

but personal

personal care,

and counseling to achieve

care cannot be arranged,

vidual would not be able

inde¬

to leave the

the

indi¬

long-term care

facility.
In providing data on certain aspects on deinstitu¬
tionalization in Connecticut,
ful

this

study will provide use¬

information in identifying the presence or absence of

a climate conducive to change and innovation,

and the

degree of receptivity to change among all parties
in deinstitutionalization.
examine

In addition,

these data will

the extent organizational development efforts work

when organization development efforts
resistance to change
collected in this

strategies.

study will

are used to overcome

Lastly,

community-basing of disabled individuals
creation of residences

Even though this

study

in a narrow sense,

the

assist everyone

deinstitutionalization to understand more

than the

involved

information
involved in

fully that the
involves more

in selected communities.

focuses on deinstitutionalization

it will also examine

issues

related to
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availability,
based

funding,

and the

feasibility of community-

services other than residential.
Moreover,

independent living has

recently emerged as

possibly the most dynamic development in the
developmental disabilities
normalization principle.
important a goal
as

the

field of

since the popularization of the
Independent

living should be as

for people with developmental disabilities

companion goals of productivity and community inte¬

gration.
persons

The
to

significance of group home

live

is that it allows

successfully in more normalized,

less

restrictive environments.
The

influx of persons with mental disabilities

into

community-based programs has required the development,
expansion,

and

programs.

Group

These homes
residences

improved integration of community-based
living homes

are typically
for ten to

are vital to this process.

large premises

fifteen clients.

converted into
These

facilities

are often used to prepare people with developmental
disabilities

to

live

facilities contribute

independently,

and thereby these

to the deinstitutionalization and

integration of these clients.
With expansion of these community-based group homes,
the

society will witness

flexible,

the

implementation of

totally individualized

increasingly

living environments

for

individuals with developmental disabilities that emphasize
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the quality of life,

openness of options,

tion of these people

into the

and

full

integra¬

society.

Definition of Terms

The
the

following definitions of terms give direction to

study:
Adaptive:

Applies

to groups and organizations

in

relation to the prevailing environment.
Bridging:

Applies

to a person who is

of trying to bring together elements
between the

in the

in the position
system,

or

system and its environment.

Catalyst:

Applies

to individuals who are

the position of trying to make

in

something happen with¬

out desiring and/or being able to command that it
happen.
Culture:

Refers

tions which are or

to patterns of behavior in organiza¬

seem to be

ingrained,

traditional,

characteristic of organizations—and are usually very
difficult to change.
Deinstitutionalization:
inappropriate

The prevention of

long-term hospitalization through the provi¬

sion of community alternatives
to the community of all

for treatment.

The release

institutional persons who have been

given adequate preparation

for

such a change.

The

establishment and maintenance of community support systems
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for

non-institutionalized

the

community.
Diagnosis:

in

a

of

the

cap,

social

Process

system and

theories

and

persons

of

finding

concepts

infirmity or

impairment,

from bodily

the

injury,

has

is

in

going on

findings

to which one

A person who

services

out what

interpreting

Disability:

resulting

receiving

in

light

subscribes.

any physical

handi¬

whether

congenital

or

organic

processes,

or

process

set of

from

illness.
Dynamics:
forces

in

Refers

to

Refers

text within which any
a person,

group,

or

on

and

an

which

are

as

of

individual

priately,

of

life

close

life

of

as

system

is

and

social

functioning,

con¬
be

it

developmentally-disabled

basis

terms

in

to

to

grow

effect

available

conditions

possible

of

their

particular

to

to

the

to
of

all

disabled per¬

everyday

regular

living

circumstances

society.

Health:

effectively,
and

and

their

Planned Change;
decision

physical

Treating

Making

Organizational
function

the

goals.

patterns

and way

or

organization.

Normalization;
sons

to

target

Individualization;

needs

of

an organization.

Environment;

persons

any kind

An

cope

organization's

adequately,

from within

the

Change

results

that

improvement

in

an

to

ability

change

to

appro¬

organization.
from a

purposeful

organization.
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Limitations of the Study

This study is limited to an examination of deinstitu¬
tionalization in the State of Connecticut.

This study will

not use control samples or comparison groups.

It does not

lend itself to an experimental inquiry approach.
addition,

In

the findings are restrictive because a causal-

comparative method will not be used to examine relation¬
ships among variables and populations.
Conclusions of this study will be drawn from and
applied to the respondents used.
a concern.

Generalized results are

Some generalizations and inferences will be

made in terms of the implementation of deinstitutionaliza¬
tion in Connecticut.
written reports,

etc.

The study will use interviews,
Hence,

this research will have no

control over the accuracy of each respondent's answer.
Finally,

the study will speak only in a general way about

the effects of deinstitutionalization on the clients
that are supposed to be served by the community-based
programs.

CHAPTER

2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Background

During the past two decades,

dramatic changes have

occurred in the way our society deals with mentally
retarded and developmentally disabled persons.

Some sig¬

nificant gains have been made in the quality of service
that is currently made available to a segment of this
population.

For example,

over inpatient treatment.
considered necessary,

outpatient care is now favored
When inpatient treatment is

the emphasis is on care in short¬

term facilities such as general hospitals and community
mental health centers,
in mental institutions.

instead of long-term custodial care
There is also a growing conviction

among mental health professionals that the removal of
developmentally disabled individuals from home and commu¬
nity ties reduces their chances for effective treatment
(Schwartz,

1971).

This approach to mental health care for

developmentally disabled individuals operates on the
premise that hospitalization should not only be avoided
whenever possible,
long run,

but it should also be replaced,

by community-based therapeutic programs

1971) .
13

in the
(Schwartz,
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Rusk

(1972)

argues that long-term institutionalization

of developmentally disabled individuals is perceived as a
form of banishment from basic community ties.

Many mental

health professionals support this position because of their
belief that chronic institutionalization fosters regression
among many patients.
".

.

.

Schwartz

(1971)

argues that,

hospitalization begets more hospitalization."

There

is a growing movement among mental health professionals
who feel that institutional delivery systems must be reor¬
ganized .
Mental health professionals who adhere to this posi¬
tion feel strongly that the provision of community-based
health care systems are superior to chronic hospitalization.
Individuals receiving care in community-based health care
facilities benefit from the effects of social contact with
supportive relatives and friends.
in familiar,

When patient care occurs

relative stigma-free home environments,

patients are more likely to see themselves as participating
members of the larger society.

For a large number of

developmentally disabled individuals,

their return to

normal social functioning can only be accomplished by plac¬
ing them in supportive community-based facilities that are
an integral part of the society at large.
The movement toward community-based health care sys¬
tems and away from long-term institutional care for
developmentally disabled patients is referred to as

15

deinstitutionalization.

The concept of deinstitutionaliza¬

tion is based on the fundamental precept of individualiza¬
tion.

Individualization means that every developmentally

disabled person should be treated on an individual basis
in terms of their particular needs and goals.

Proponents

of this concept argue that developmentally disabled
persons have a legal right to be given maximum opportuni¬
ties to make their own decisions and to mold their own
destinies.
Deinstitutionalization demands conditions that will
offer developmentally disabled persons choices among
desirable alternatives.

It is designed to help selected

individuals grow,

and develop,

ble,

learn,

in their own communities.

to the extent possi¬

The primary goals of

deinstitutionalization are to:
(1)

prevent inappropriate mental hospital
admissions by providing alternative
community-based treatment facilitities;

(2)

release to the community all institutional
patients who have been given adequate
preparation for such a change;

(3)

establish and maintain community support
systems for non-institutionalized persons
receiving mental health services in their
respective community.

16

Even though deinstitutionalization has only been introduced
in recent years,

it has gained wide acceptance as a major

step forward in the effort to protect the rights of the
developmentally disabled.
Obviously,

the idea that most developmentally disabled

individuals can and should live in their natural community
has only recently taken root in our society and,
the past few years,
Yet,

only in

has become part of our public policy.

it is one thing to proclaim a policy and quite

another thing to appropriately implement it.

The continued

existence of institutionalization receives support not only
because of ingrained values and traditions,
because

(1)

but also

states have an economic investment in such

institutions,

and

(2)

there is resistance from local com¬

munities against residential facilities for the
developmentally disabled.

Labeling

For hundreds of years,

developmentally disabled

individuals were seen as an embarrassment and a hindrance
in our society.
in institutions.

As a result, most were sent away to live
During the 1950s,

however,

our society

began to change its perceptions of developmentally disabled
persons.

These individuals were beginning to be thought of

as valuable human beings who never should have been sent
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away from their communities.
awareness,

Eecause of our perceptual

these once devalued and segregated individuals

are moving back into their own communities.
country's surprise,

And to this

their presence has generally added a

new vision to the neighborhoods in which they are currently
living

(Perske & Perske,

1980).

To a large extent, neigh¬

borhoods with community-based residents for developmentally
disabled people have begun to:
(1)

see people with handicaps in new ways;

(2)

design creative ways to make
developmentally disabled persons more
productive?

(3)

establish two-way relationships with indi¬
viduals living in group homes.

A few years ago,

it was very popular to classify

developmentally disabled individuals with labels,
mentally retarded,

autistic,

cretins,

etc.

such as

With a new

sensitivity, many community groups are trying to eliminate
diagnostic labels that belittle or demean individuals who
carry these labels.
community groups,

Because of efforts from concerned

some clinicians have even developed a

policy of using labels only as nouns to refer to a condi¬
tion

(e.g.,

a person with mental retardation).

This is a

very important step because diagnostic labels draw so
much negative attention that everyone associated with
developmentally disabled individuals tend to ignore their
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attractive qualities.
been cruel, belittling,
Currently,

Historically,

the use of labels has

and unfair.

the thrust to get rid of insensate and

unfair labeling practices is being led by developmentally
disabled people themselves.

For example,

a group of former

residents of Fairview State Hospital and Training Center in
Salem,

Oregon,

started a self-advocacy organization called

"People First".

The name represents an alternative to

negative labels,

such as retarded.

Today,

"People First"

organizations are developing all over this country.
response to the demands of self-advocacy groups,
"People First",

In

like

the United States Government enacted

Public Law 95-602 on November 6,

1978

(Perske & Perske,

1980) .
The law abandoned the use of categorical labels in
defining people with developmental disabilities.

It

focused instead on the actual barriers that stand in the
way of normal development.

The law states that any person

having substantial impairment in at least three of seven
precious functions of everyday living is in need of special
understanding and help from the government.
functions are:
• Self-Care
• Receptive and Expressive Language
• Learning
• Mobility

The seven
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• Self-Direction
• Capacity for Independent Living
• Economic Sufficiency
Under this law,

people with developmental disabilities are

seen as individuals first.

In many ways,

the law has been

a catalyst for people who have begun to look for value and
talent in developmentally disabled individuals rather
than just focusing on their handicaps

(Perske & Perske,

1980) .

Principle of Normalization

This idea was originated in 1959 by N.
Mikkelsen,
Service.

E. Bank-

Director of the Danish Mental Retardation
According to reports,

he began to compare what he

saw in the lives of residents of institutions with what he
saw in his own life.

As he examined his own life-style,

he could find no justifiable reason for the disparity
between what he experienced and what institutionalized
people experienced.

He then began to search for a better

alternative for people in institutions

(State of

California,

1978).

Health and Welfare Agency,

As a result,

Bank-Mikkelsen developed the concept of

normalized settings.

He described normalized settings as

letting the mentally retarded obtain an existence as close
to normal as possible.

Other Scandinavian countries
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followed Denmark's lead.

During this process,

tion of normalized settings was refined.
grew,

this concept was refined to mean,

the defini¬

As the movement
"making available

to all mentally retarded people patterns of life and
conditions of everyday living which are as close as possi¬
ble to the regular circumstances and way of life of their
society"

(Kugel & Wolfensberger,

Meanwhile,

in this country,

1969).
attention was called as

to what was happening in Scandinavia.
activity, Wolfensberger et al.

(1972)

of normalization even further to mean,

In line with this
refined the concept
"utilization of

means which are as culturally normative as possible,

in

order to establish and/or maintain personal behaviors and
characteristics which are as culturally normative as
possible."
Until the principle of normalized settings came into
our psyches,

professionals in mental health had few

alternatives to institutionalization.

It should be noted

that the principle argues for the normalization of people.
It calls for normalized environments, which are more
nurturing to people with handicaps than the isolated
environments that were created in the past.

Probably,

the

most important aspect of this concept is that normalized
environments may often be in our own neighborhoods.
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The Nature of Change

The focus of deinstitutionalization as an issue of
national concern has created a mood that current concerns
demand a reframing of what we regard as normalization and
its relationship to our communities.

A community's capac¬

ity to provide effective programs for the developmentally
disabled depends largely on an interdependent effort by the
total community working together to provide services
according to a particular mix of needs,
leadership.

resources,

and

As factors influencing normalization increase

in number and complexity,

our ability to adapt to change

tends to become more and more difficult.

It is readily

apparent that forces of change are pressuring mental health
professionals from all directions.
Even though advocates of normalization do not always
agree on the nature of change,
some form is essential
a difficult assignment,
retardation,

(Winn,

all agree that change in
1985) .

Initiating change is

especially in areas of mental

because most institutions are still defined

by a rigid and obsolete structure developed centuries ago.
In areas of mental health,

the problem is made worse

because most organizations are "loosely coupled."
and Firestone

(1983)

Herriot

define loosely coupled systems as

organizations where goals are ambiguous,
authority are not effective,

hierarchies of

and the integration of
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the

responsibilities of the organization are,

in

fact,

unclear.
There are

special properties of mental institutions

that promote resistance to change.

It is

common knowledge

that many professionals who work with the developmentally
disabled do not seek change or react less
tically to change activities.

than enthusias¬

In addition,

many of the

bureaucratic variables that effect deinstitutionalization
foster

sameness and the

Professionals
sure,

status quo

(Bolman

in mental retardation have,

tended to ignore the
In order to

& Deal,

1986).

to a large mea¬

specific dynamics of change.

initiate effective change,

advocates of

normalization must attain compliance

from all of its

organizational members.

simple answer to

effecting change.

There

MacKenzie

(1985)

deciding that you want change
will happen."

Moreover,

innovation to be

.

.

that,

"simply

does not mean that it

simply knowing the content of an

(1979)

state that predicting globally

success ratio of an attempt to change by carefully

looking at an
process.
such an

its

intervention itself is only part of the

They continue by saying that it
isolated examination will result

strategy
and

.

argues

implemented is also not sufficient.

Lieberman and Miller
the

is no

for change.
setting

examined.

The

induces

is unlikely that
in a successful

interchange between an innovation

further complexities which must be
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There is not much interest in the literature regard¬
ing the importance of the organizational setting in which
innovations take place.

Bolman and Deal

(1986)

feel that

the focus should be given to organizational dynamics.
They take the position that the state of health of an
organization

(i.e.,

tion effectively,

a system's ability not only to func¬

but to develop and grow into a more

fully functioning system)

can tell us more than anything

else about the probable success of a particular change
effort.
Advocates of normalization need to focus on develop¬
ing organizational climates that are capable of fostering
change,

risk taking,

and innovative activities.

It is

generally accepted that before implementing an organiza¬
tion change process,

change agents must first assess how

an organization functions before they can identify areas
in need of improvement.

From a diagnostic perspective,

expectation and climate variables related to how people
work together can indicate an organization's readiness to
change.

Beer

(1980)

concludes that failure to analyze an

organization's readiness can lead to ineffective organiza¬
tional change programs.

In general,

unrealistic

expectations is a significant cause of unsuccessful change
programs.
It is apparent that to assume massive change efforts
leading to full-scale deinstitutionalization will require
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organizational climates that will foster change behavior.
Mental health organizations must begin to operate in open
climates.
tion,

These organizations should encourage motiva¬

communication,

decision making,

and goal setting,

because these factors contribute to the development of
open climates.

Professionals working with the

developmentally disabled must learn to provide climates
that foster respect,

trust,

helping relationships,

and

feelings designed to demonstrate both caring and learning.
In a truly open climate,

developmentally disabled

individuals exhibit a strong sense of pride,

ownership,

and personal productivity that comes from helping to make
their community-based facilities a better place.
In order for mental health organizations to operate
effectively,

they must be strong and endurable.

However,

they must also be adaptable and flexible in order to cope
and adjust with reality.
to change;

Mental health organizations need

but the larger issue is whether they are capable

of coping and adapting to change.

The climate that sur¬

rounds mental retardation, which is affected by the
culture and organizational health of all systems, will be
a major determinant of the success rate of change attempts
to move toward more community-based programs.

Lastly,

the

willingness of each mental health professional to encourage
innovation will contribute to the success or failure of the
current trend toward deinstitutionalization.

CHAPTER

3

METHODOLOGY

The primary objective of this study is to examine the
perceptions of human service professionals working with
developmentally disabled adults concerning the effective¬
ness of a residential community-based program.

Since this

study will rely heavily on the use of in-depth interviews,
the qualitative method will be used in gathering and analyz¬
ing data.

The qualitative paradigm maintains that research

is value laden,

i.e.,

it is influenced by the values of the

researcher.
The qualitative method assumes that both the knower
and the known are interactive,
considered in context.

and that meaning must be

The qualitative research approach

to data collection is the most appropriate method to
support this study,

because the main objective is to under¬

stand and document the experiences of the participants.
Therefore,

an in-depth interviewing process is appropriate.

Interview Procedure

At the heart of in-depth interviewing is an interest
in understanding the experiences of other people.
specific purpose of this study,

the researcher has chosen

an in-depth interviewing process that utilizes a
25

For the
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phenomenological approach to data collection.

In-depth

phenomenological interviewing is a variant form of in-depth
interviewing and is basically the same as other forms of
in-depth interviewing;

however,

it has a specific focus.

The focus of in-depth phenomenological interviewing is to
have participants reconstruct their experiences and reflect
on the meaning they make of those experiences.

It goes

beyond facts and events to get at the subjective meaning of
experiences.

The meaning of an experience has to do with

the interpretations,

associations,

and emotional responses

that a person has to those experiences.

Through the care¬

ful use of in-depth phenomenological interviewing,

the

researcher hopes to explore those experiences which may
have significantly contributed to the meaning that human
service professionals working at a community-based group
home for developmentally disabled adults make of their
work.
The interview style that was used in this study was
developed by Seidman

(1985).

Seidman's interviewing format

was suggested by the work of Dolbeare and Schuman
1982).

(Schuman,

The theoretical basis for the process of phenome¬

nological interviewing, which suggests that a person can
make meaning of his or her experience by reflecting upon
the aggregate of that experience, was put forth by Schutz
(1967).

According to Seidman

(1985):
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It is not the purpose of phenomenological inter¬
viewing to get answers to questions, to test
hypotheses, or to 'evaluate', as the term is
normally used.
At the root of in-depth, phe¬
nomenological interviewing is an interest in
understanding the experience of other people and
the meaning they make of that experience rather
than in being able to predict or control the
experience.
(p. 15)
The researcher was interested in understanding the
experience of deinstitutionalization through the perceptions
of five human service professionals who work at a communitybased group home for developmentally disabled adults.

A

good way to understand the experience of deinstitutionaliza¬
tion is to better understand the experiences of the
individuals who conduct the work.

Becker and Geer

(1969)

offered a comparison between participant observation and
in-depth interviewing.

They concluded that the meaning

that people make of their experiences is much more relevant
to understanding those experiences than when only the
researcher makes meaning,
tion studies.

Simply,

such as in participant observa¬

the researcher believes that the

best way to understand deinstitutionalization is to better
understand the experiences of the human service profes¬
sionals,

and the best way to understand that experience is

to understand the meaning that the human service profes¬
sionals make of that experience.
Asher

(1976)

that collect data.

warned against the bias of instruments
He described experimental designs that

objectified the relationship between the researcher and the
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object of the research itself in order to protect the study
from threats to validity.

Phenomenological research does

not attempt to objectify the relationship between the
researcher and the participants.
nological interviewing,

During in-depth phenome¬

the people who are interviewed are

neither subjects nor objects of the research.
nature of the process,

By the very

both the interviewer and interviewee

are researchers and participants.
In this study,

the interviewing process does not focus

upon getting "answers".
scientific assumptions,
ticipant's opinions.

The process does not examine
nor does it merely solicit the par¬

The purpose of the in-depth phenome¬

nological interview process is to explore experiences which
may have significantly influenced the meaning that people
make of their experiences.
In order to accomplish the purpose of this study,

the

researcher conducted a series of in-depth phenomenological
interviews with five human service professionals at a
single group home for developmentally disabled adults.

The

in-depth phenomenological interview is designed into three
components,

each being a ninety-minute interview.

The

interview procedure utilized for this study requires three
ninety-minute interviews with each of the five participants.
The total elapsed time for interviewing each participant
was four and one-half hours;

and for the entire study,

was twenty-two and one-half hours of interviews.

it
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Each of the three interviews had a general focus and
purpose.

The first interview centered around the question,

"How did you come to work as a human service professional?"
The second question focused upon,

"What is it like for you

to work as a human service professional in this group
home?"

And the final interview asked,

tutionalization mean to you?"

"What does deinsti¬

The entire interviewing

process was guided by a set of guiding questions that
related to the history of the program,
the clients,
ment,

status of the program,

characteristics of

funding,

and recommendations for improvement.

staff develop¬
(See

Appendix A.)
A written consent form was developed which ensured
the adequate protection of the rights and welfare of the
participants in this study.

(A copy of the written consent

form is in Appendix B.)
While having consented to participate in the inter¬
views,

participants could at any time,

withdraw from the process.

and for any reason,

Furthermore, while having

consented to participate in the interview process, partici¬
pants could have withdrawn their consent to have specific
excerpts from their interviews used in any printed or
oral presentations.

The researcher also agreed to furnish

to the participants the audiotapes of the interviews and
any copies of presented written material should a partici¬
pant make such a request.
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The first interview focused on the life of the par¬
ticipants before they began to work as human service
professionals.
hood,

They were asked to talk about their child¬

their school experiences,

friends,

their family,

their

and their previous work experiences.

The purpose

of the first interview was to go as far back as possible in
the participants'

lives in order to understand the aggre¬

gate of events that helped to shape their choice of careers.
The second interview focused on what it was like to
work as a human service professional in a community-based
group home for developmentally disabled adults.

Partici¬

pants were asked to reconstruct as much as possible the
specific details of how they spent their time and energy
in carrying out their work.

They were asked to concentrate

on the details of their experiences.

It was during the

second interview that participants told compelling stories.
The purpose of the second interview was to recreate aspects
of the participant's present experience in order for the
researcher to better understand the constituitive and
substantive particulars of the deinstitutionalization
experience.
The third interview was built upon the foundation
laid down by the first two interviews.

The cumulative

effects of exploring the past during the first interview,
when combined with the second interview's concrete details
of the present,

established a rich environment for the
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third interview where participants reflected and made
meaning of the deinstitutionalization experience.
Given what material had already surfaced during the
first two interviews,

the participants were asked to con¬

sider what deinstitutionalization meant to the lives of
their clients.

In essence,

the researcher asked the par¬

ticipants about their evaluations,
responses,

associations,

emotional

and interpretations of the deinstitutionaliza¬

tion experience.
Even though the specific purpose of this study is to
examine deinstitutionalization through the experiences of
five human service professionals,

there was not a set of

preestablished questions which were asked,
was a core of guiding questions.
technique was open-ended.

though there

The primary interviewing

The researcher never asked about

deinstitutionalization or related issues until they were
first mentioned by a participant.

Sometimes the researcher

would ask the participant to go into more depth when,
example,

a participant said,

for

"This is the kind of stuff

that really makes deinstitutionalization work," or "That
will never work".

The researcher did ask to hear more

about details that compared deinstitutionalization with
their community-based group home, but he always avoided
asking questions that might have created themes for partici¬
pants that were not already presented by the participant
during the interviews.

At such times,

the researcher might
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have asked questions about specific content from previous
interviews if that content seemed to relate to the issue
at hand.
The methodological goal of the interviewing process
was to have the participants reconstruct and reflect on the
concrete and constituitive details of their experience.
The primary task of the researcher was to be an active
listener,

but often the process required him to do more

than just sit idly and ask open-ended questions.

Often,

the process required strong listening skills.
Quite often,

participants would describe their experi¬

ences using the pronoun "you".
said,

A participant might have

"Seeing the condition of a client immediately after

release from the institution really bothers you!" or "You
shouldn't do things to hurt people."

At times,

the

researcher would ask what the participant meant by "you";
and at other times,
me?"

he would ask,

After such queries,

"Do you literally mean

the participant would usually

return to the first person use of "I".

Also,

the partici¬

pants would often describe what community-based programs
meant to others,

rather than to themselves.

researcher would ask the participant,
to you?"

Again,

"What does this mean

These examples help to illustrate the difficult

task the researcher had in keeping the participants
focused during the third interview with these indi¬
viduals .

the
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Surprisingly,
the

none of the participants hardened toward

interviewing process

would

or the researcher.

The researcher

like to conjecture that an aura of intimacy and trust

was easily maintained between himself and the participants
because of their

shared experiences and,

shared meaning.

The researcher

feels

quite often,

their

that the participants

would not have accepted him so readily if he had been

from

outside the human service profession.

Contact, Access, and Selection
of Participants

All of the participants
employees

in the

study were

in a community-based group home

developmentally disabled adults.

Access

full-time

for
to the partici¬

pants was gained through the researcher's

role as a human

service professional.

The pool of potential participants

was

staff members of the group

limited to the
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home.
At the

first level of access to the participants,

the researcher openly addressed the entire
staff development training program.

At this

staff was given a basic description of the
researcher's

interests and goals.

staff at a
level,

study and the

During coffee breaks

and at the end of each training session,

a pad of paper was

left in the classroom for any interested person to
and leave their name,

address,

the

sign-up

and telephone number.
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Eventually,

47

staff members

left their names as possible

future participants.
Then,
called all

at the
47

second level of access,

the researcher

of the possible participants.

only a couple of weeks

There had been

from the time when a staff member

expressed an interest in participating in the

study by

signing up to the time when the researcher attempted to
make contact.

Of those

were unwilling to give
time

for the

47

individuals,

four and one-half hours of their

interview process.

possible participants were
The remaining 31

16 of that group

Subsequently,

only 31

left.

names of potential participants were

then separately written on index cards and shuffled 10
times

like a deck of playing cards.

The

first five staff

members on the top of the

stack were chosen to be the par¬

ticipants

There were no third party

in this

study.

involvements.

Data Collection

The Pilot Study:
Learning
to Work with the Material
A pilot study was conducted in which two of the
participants were
ready to begin,

interviewed.

five

Once a participant was

a written consent

form

(see Appendix B)

signed by the participant and the researcher.

was

The consent

form was made as explicit as possible about the purpose of
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the

study,

data,

and

consent
also
and

the
the

the

the

in

ing of
ing

the
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in order

to

an

spaced pages

The

of

of

rather

than

four

and

researcher

related to
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identified
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passages
(1)

were

final
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of

function,

dignity of

the

part of

reading

on

of

process.

pages

from listen¬

paper.

of

then

interview time

about
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single¬

study resulted in
of

resulted

single-spaced

in

22.5

hours

transcript,

of deinstitutionalization

identified

of

transcripts.
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body of

to

the mean¬

they were

in

pilot

to

energy

down onto

The

study

the

listening

complete,
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Recordings

identified and highlighted passages

the

was

allowed both parties

resulted

and

pages

goals

the

participants

audio-recorded.

and one-half hours

transcript.

The

use

The written

technical

diverting

the words

interviews

During the
the

the

interviews were

transcripts.
interviews

its

essential

spent with each participant

hours

participant.

and energies

to write

the

the

process.

were

efforts

transcribed.

nine

interviews,

interview sessions

the words,

Once

the

interviews were

interviews

their

of

addition

of

the

Recording of
focus

of

of maintaining

equity

All of
of

rights

form,

a means

process

literature.
from the
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Preventing

inappropriate mental
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by providing

already
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goals

hospital

alternative

community-based treatment

that

facilities;

of:
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(2)

Releasing to the community all institu¬
tional patients who have been given
adequate preparation for change;

(3)

Establishing and maintaining community
support systems for noninstitutionalized
persons receiving mental health services
in their respective communities.

After the material had been identified and highlighted,
it was then synthesized in two ways:
the participants;

and second,

first,

as profiles of

as verbatim excerpts from the

interviews which were woven together with emergent themes.
«*•

Many critical themes relative to deinstitutionalization
emerged from the data connecting the experiences of the
participants.

(Chapter 4 displays the five participants'

profiles and seven emergent themes.)
Profiles were constructed almost totally in the words
of the participants.

The function of the profiles was to

recreate the experiences of the participants in their own
words.

Hopefully,

their words are representative of many

aspects of their work lives and provide a pathway to under¬
standing the meaning they make of their work.
The profiles were edited in order to make them reada¬
ble.

Modifications were made in order to improve the

clarity of the spoken word.

Syntactical changes were made

in order to ease the reading process because the spoken
word and verbal utterances are often difficult to
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transcribe.

Regardless of any modifications,

meaning and context were maintained.

the original

All of the material

presented in the profiles is in a manner consistent to the
order in which it appeared in the interviews.
profile was created,

Once a

it was generally from four to five

double-spaced pages in length.

Undoubtedly,

the profiles

were not intended to replace all of the data generated by
the interview process.

Much of the process centers around

the researcher's subjective interpretation and evaluation
of the participant's experiences.

(The researcher presents

his analysis of the data in Chapter 4.)
Regardless of whether the presented material is in the
form of a profile or excerpt,

it meets the four following

criteria:
(1)

The material is fair to the participant.

(2)

The material preserves the dignity of the
participant.

(3)

The selected material reflects an accurate
account of the interviews as a whole.

(4)

The selected material is connected to
issues that relate to the issue of
deinstitutionalization.

Interview material not selected to be used in a
participant's profile or any excerpt was based upon
Seidman's

(1985)

criteria.

it was identified as:

Material was not used because
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(1)

repetitious material;

(2)

ad hominem material

(3)

material unconnected to the interviews as

(supporting prejudices);

a whole;
(4)

material that would make the participant
vulnerable if he or she were identified;
and

(5)

material that,

if taken out of the context

of the interview, was not fair to the par¬
ticipant .
The names of the participants that are displayed in
the study are pseudonyms.

Many steps were taken to protect

the identities of the participants.

Much of the recorded

material contains information which, when taken in context,
might reveal the identity of the participant or the
identity of the community-based home in which he or she is
employed.

None of this type of material is presented; nor

will it be presented in any future use of the interview.
Though in-depth phenomenological interviewing provides
the framework for the collection of data,

it is the inter¬

viewer who is required to use his or her own analytic
skills to identify relevant data and then synthesize it
into a profile or excerpt.

In order to assess his skills

at identifying relevant data and synthesizing it into
themes and profiles,

the researcher presented portions of

the transcripts in their raw form to several doctoral
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students and graduates from the School of Education at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

In general,

the

students and graduates identified nearly all of the themes
that were identified by the researcher in the transcripts.
Consequently,

the researcher's analytic skills were

verified during the pilot study.

It was also during the

pilot study that the researcher was able to improve his
interviewing skills.
The pilot study demonstrated the proficiency of the
interviewing process to adapt to the differing experiences
of individuals.

The process broke down many of the

barriers which prevent open and effective communication.
Regardless of a participant's gender,
age,

race,

ethnicity,

or

the interviewing process enabled most of the partici¬

pants to freely express their thoughts,
attitudes about their work experiences.

feelings,

and

The researcher

believes that the interview process was maximized by a
mutual trust based upon the common identity held by the
researcher and the participants.

Conducting the Final Study
After the pilot study was complete,

the researcher

conducted interviews with the three remaining participants
over a period of a few weeks.

As in the pilot study,

interviews were audiotaped and later transcribed.

the

The

relevant data was again abstracted and synthesized into
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profiles and excerpts.

A total of five profiles were

finally constructed and excerpts were woven together into
seven themes.
In the following chapter,

the data generated from the

interview process is presented in two ways:
profiles of the five participants;

first,

and second,

as

as verbatim

excerpts from the interviews woven together with seven
emergent themes that connect the experiences of the par¬
ticipants .

CHAPTER

4

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction

This chapter presents data from the interviewing
process in two ways:
ticipants;

first,

and second,

as profiles of the five par¬

as verbatim excerpts woven together

with emergent themes that connect the experiences of the
participants.

However,

the presentation of distilled

transcript material in the form of profiles and excerpts,
without further interpretation and analysis by the
researcher, would be at odds with the process.
Part and parcel of this study is the researcher's
continual interpretation and analysis of the data.
whole,

On the

this methodological approach cannot escape the fact

that the researcher was required to constantly interpret
and analyze the data from the very beginning.

For example,

whenever the researcher heard the word "deinstitutionaliza¬
tion",

he asked what that meant to the participant.

this fashion,

In

the researcher was interpreting the data.

Just as important as it is for the reader to inter¬
pret,

evaluate,

and make meaning of the data,

important for the researcher to do the same.

it is just as
The

researcher presents his interpretation and analysis of the
data in the final section of this chapter.
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The Profiles

The profiles generate compelling material.
profiles,

In these

human service professionals from a community-

based group home for developmentally disabled adults detail
their work experiences and the many agendas,

concerns,

and

feelings that influence the way in which they carry out
their work.

Each profile offers a distinct view of how

individuals make meaning of the complexities of deinstitu¬
tionalization versus community-based care.
When viewed as a whole,

the profiles provide clarity

and insight into the issues related to deinstitutionaliza¬
tion.

Individuals who are already in community-based human

service programs will be able to relate their own experi¬
ences to those presented in the profiles.
result,

Hopefully,

as a

human service professionals will better understand

these complex issues.
To those outside the human service field,

the profiles

offer compelling evidence to the struggle that many human
service professionals go through in order to provide the
best possible care to their clients.
demonstrate the participants'

The profiles also

abilities to articulate and

describe their experiences.

Profile 1:

Mark MacDonald

Mark MacDonald is a 34 year old human service profes¬
sional who has worked with developmentally disabled adults
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for nearly 13 years.

He has been employed in his present

position as a manager for four years.
We are very, very different than the large state
institutions.

We are a family here.

community here.

In this area,

We are a

there are a lot

of families and the group homes themselves are
based upon the family;

the issue of community.

The group homes themselves have apartments
attached with sometimes two or three bedrooms.
About half of our homes have children living in
them with their families.

This has to do with

the issue of ownership and the issue of family
and the issue of community.
My personal example is that my wife worked
here for a number of years,

about seven,

one of the initial employees.
a housewife,

and was

She is presently

but my children are here now.

Their

presence here is seen as a very positive experi¬
ence for them and our clients.

It is important

that they meet and interact with different
people.
Some of our clients have behavioral as well
as psychiatric problems.

There is a tendency to

be frightened of these people and therefore keep
our children away from them.

We've discovered

that this sense of family has had a very positive
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impact upon both groups.

To give you an example,

one of our group home managers has a son in
kindergarten.

He was chosen to participate in a

program in which developmentally disabled chil¬
dren would be enrolled in mainstream classrooms
as if they were normal children.

The school was

very excited about this boy because he had lived
with the population socially and recreationally.
Obviously, when people live in the same home,
they are part of the same family.

They are also

part of a neighborhood and community.

The

neighbors to our staff are also neighbors to our
clients.

That creates a bridged integration

that isn't always available elsewhere.

It creates

tolerance,

When

understanding,

and support.

workers come to the group homes in three shifts
just to work and then go home,
seen much differently.

the environment is

It is seen as work by the

employees and a business by the community.
I've lived in these group homes and managed
a group home for a number of years and found my
own personal relationships with the neighbors as
important.

As a result, we were able to slowly

overcome the normal resistance to group homes
that always exists.

You know,

the

'not in my

backyard syndrome.'

We made a tremendous effort
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to fix up our homes and make them the best on
the block.

They were beautifully landscaped

on the outside,

renovated,

and painted.

environment is a big issue.

You see,

The physical

environment is a concrete and objectively
measured thing.

And we wanted to be sure that

the one concrete criticism of failing to be a
good neighbor and take care of our property was
not going to happen to us.

And hopefully, when

visitors and staff viewed the homes,
and feel commitment and love.
through,

they'd see

When you walk

you don't see any dust in the corners,

the floors are washed and clean,

and the laundry

is done and neatly folded and put away.

The

presentation of our physical environment on a
daily basis is very, very important.
that presentation,
the environment,

Hopefully

that attention to detail in

gets transferred into the

detail of our personal lives and our clients'
lives in many abstract and not so easily seen
ways.

It also gives our neighbors and the

neighborhood a sense of security.
Let me tell you a story.

Most people when

they first hear that we're going to open a
group home in their neighborhood feel that their
property values are going to go down.

I remember

the first day when we opened our second group
home.

I happened to know the next door

neighbor's son.

I was playing golf with him

when he told me that his dad had sold his home
and was glad he was moving before group home
number two got started.

Well,

little did he

know that he bought his new home next door
to the soon to be group home number three.
he found out,

When

he was somewhat impressed that we

had the ability to buy such nice homes in such
nice neighborhoods.

So,

the first thing we did

was to bring him through our home and try to be
neighborly.

This guy also worked at the bank

where we have our mortgages so he had somewhat
of a professional responsibility to come.

I can

clearly recall how he and his wife came through
and continually remarked about the wonderful
renovations we had done and how we actually
improved the property value.

We were good neigh¬

bors to him because we believe in a good neighbor
policy.

We'd mow part of his lawn, we'd shovel

his snow, we'd help him move heavy things when
he needed to.

Following that, we discovered that

they went bowling the same night our clients went
bowling.

We'd always say

were doing.

'HiI'

and ask how they

After a few weeks of that,

they began
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to say

'Hello!'

to us before we even saw them

and they got to know our clients as individual
personalities.
In the long run,

there were never any real

issues with the neighbors.
helping.

There was sharing and

We learned to live with each other and

take care of each other.

Our clients found a

place to call home.

Profile 2;

George Malcolm

George Malcolm is 42 years old and has been an
employee at the group home since it began nine years
earlier.

He is in a management position,

and he first

began his human service career when the group home opened.
Our beginning here and deinstitutionalization had
nothing to do with each other.

We started this

program to meet the unique and specific needs of
a person who needed a program.
were not the answer.

State programs

We built a program to suit

the needs of our client—a sort of holistic
approach to helping.

We sought out the state in

terms of financial resources,

and we sought out

the state in terms of helping us to find some
other folks who could live with our clients so
we could have a peer group and we could provide
a home for them.

We decided to form a small
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corporation,

get licensed,

and then find jobs

for our clients in the community.
was very good;

What we did

and because people liked what they

saw, we were asked to do more and more.
It's very interesting because I was not in
this business.

I was merely trying to be loving

and provide an appropriate home for a friend who
needed it.

But,

I was at a point in my life

when I needed a change,
happened.

and that's how it all

This makes us very different from the

professionals who come in from New York or
Pennsylvania where deinstitutionalization had
already taken place.

Those kinds of folks were

in business and were motivated by making money.
They could come in quickly and set up whatever
the state wanted in terms of educational and
environmentally prepackaged plans for deinstitu¬
tionalization.

That's how most of the

deinstitutional programs were started and, more
importantly,

how they are philosophically based.

We simply began as concerned community members
who wanted to take care of one of our own.
We didn't care about growing.
because people asked us to.

We grew

We were very selec¬

tive in the type of clients we took into our
program.

We wanted the families of the clients
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to know our philosophy,
were all about.

who we were,

We wanted to offer

and what we
something

that they couldn't get somewhere else.

We were

about something and we had a certain message.
We wanted a partnership with our clients,
than with the

state.

not the driving
We

rather

Deinstitutionalization was

force behind us.

looked a little bit different than the

others.

Our homes

looked different,

model was different,

our live-in

and it was our human

entrepreneur spirit that made us different.
and behold,

we

intrigued the

happened is that the

state.

what's

folks are now all out of

the institutions and the private
much has all the people.
runs a

Now,

Lo

But,

sector pretty

the

state

still

few programs on their own.

I believe that our existence

is threatened

as we become more and more regulated by the
The more

funding we accept from them,

vulnerable we are to them.

So,

state.

the more

we are now at a

point where we need to try and fund our programs
and projects
state

in a way where we are

funding.

we are!
voucher

We must in order to remain who

Perhaps,
system.

independent of

the

state

should move to a

I would like to

see the

state

put the money in the hands of the consumer who
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can then go out and purchase what they need
through a strong advocate

system.

Just like an open market.
to provide direct care.

Don't

Rather,

fund us

fund the client

directly and develop a strong advocate
That should be the role of the
advocacy,

say,

'This

what I need.'

or

should be

'X'

amount of dollars

shopping.

Clients

should be

'I want to go here or there because I

like those people,'
town,'

Clients

is what I want and this is

Give them

and tell them to go
saying,

state—to provide

to ensure that the choices of the

clients are getting met.
able to

system.

or

or

'I want to

live

in that

'I want to hang out with that group,'

'I want one of their jobs.'

Let them make

informed-consumer choices.
If an agency can make a profit,
than some of the others,
it may be

so

that's business;

survival of the best.

monopoly on a marketplace

more

Really,

is no good.

and
a

The

state

had a monopoly and did a lousy job at tremendous
cost.

Now,

they're

still trying it

tance through overregulation.

from a dis¬

Those agencies

who can succeed may then reinvest their profits
in more programs and greater services.
what a

That's

free and open marketplace is all about.

That's real privitization.
built.

I

That's how roads get

think such a system could provide more

services to

the clients than ever before.

We

could service more clients better than the

state

and at a cheaper price.
We can do it cheaper and do it better.
There's no doubt about it.
started based upon a

This whole thing

fundamental belief that we

could put together an organization that was
sensitive to the needs of the client where people
could work together and feel good about them¬
selves.
wife

There is real

social value here.

My

is very much involved and my kids are now

getting older.

But,

they have been around these

people all of their lives.

They bring their

friends here and they spend time with the people.
That's why we are different.
profit agencies are
It goes
agencies

set up differently.

something like this.

start out with a

lots of committees

talks

looks

about money,

The other

large board that

forms

and they develop some notions

about what they want to do.
the realtor

Most other non¬

So the guy who is

at property,

and the banker

and the moms think they're

experts at raising developmentally disabled
adults

like

they do their kids.

They then go
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out and hire an executive director and he
reports to all the committees.

He's then given

a screwed-up budget and he has no real authority.
It really doesn't work because

it's all too

fragmented and there's no cohesiveness.

So,

the

director is disillusioned and therefore not
invested.

So,

there's constant turnover and

change.
We're different because

in the beginning we

had a simple vision and little money.
used a hammer,

a paint brush,

Everyone

and a broom.

We
■

\

couldn't pay the

staff very much.

offer them a place to
their children.
style.

So,

the program's

we could

live and a place to raise

We offered them a home;

we gave them housing,

and a community.

But,

food,

a

life¬

a vehicle,

What was really important to

success

is

that the

staff had to

solve the problems as they arose.

They couldn't

make notes on a clipboard and then go home
ing that the next guy coming on duty will
problem.

There was no one else.

So,

were addressed quickly and resolved
If the problem didn't get
live with it 24

solved,

hours a day.

investment involved.

figur¬
fix the

problems

just as

fast.

they had to

There's

a huge
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We don't have that bleeding-heart syndrome
around here.

We don't do what we do

the clients.

We do it as much

for ourselves

and the community as much as we do
clients.

Profile

3:

We are

it

for the

in this together.

Margaret Jones

Margaret Jones
She has

solely for

is a

34 year old program coordinator.

seven years of experience working with develop-

mentally disabled adults.

She is responsible

ing individual treatment plans

for develop¬

for clients that are called

"Overall Plans of Service".
In the beginning,

it was very easy for us to do

what we did best and to keep our own identity.
But,

over the past couple of years,

it has become

increasingly more of a challenge because of
increased regulations by the
past few years,

state.

Over the

there has been a push for more

and more and more,

almost without end.

see an end in sight.

I don't

I have the pleasure of deal¬

ing with most of the regulatory paperwork.
has been a phenomenal increase

in the amount of

paperwork that we need to turn in
our existence.

There

just to

justify

I don't even see a let-up in sight.

Paperwork is a necessary part of doing busi¬
ness,

and I appreciate that.

But,

as

I have

said.
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there's been a phenomenal increase.

For me,

the challenge is to get beyond the paperwork
and leave it behind so that we can get the real
work done around here.

My job is to get beyond

all that and provide to the client what he or
she wants and what their

families want for them.

I do the licensing inspections.

We have a

person from the Department of Mental Retardation
come in here once a year to

look at us.

spend all day going through paperwork.
do best is undoing what the

We
What we

institutions did,

maintaining what was best about their home

or

lives.

Our key goal is to teach people to live inde¬
pendently.

It seems that too much time

is

spent

on oversight.
Well,

once the paperwork is done,

then we

get into the real challenge of how to move our
clients to their next stage of independent
living.
is

In our hearts,

we hope that this place

sort of like a halfway house before clients

can

live truly independent.

We want to avoid

the conveyer belt model of shipping clients
from one agency to another in an effort to pro¬
mote

independence.

Actually,

we may be harming

them because each move requires a great deal of
adjustment.
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In the truest sense,

traditional sense,

we provide them with a house and a community.
This is where they belong.

They develop a sense

that this is where they live and they are not
guests or tenants,
uprooted or moved.

and they're not going to be
If you look at how many

placements some of our clients have had,
great many.

It really is.

and management,
are all family.

We here,

it's a

the staff

feel that this is our home.

We

It's designed to be that way,

to kind of nurture each of us.

The clients have

live-in house parents and brothers and sisters
of all ages.

When they go out into the community

to the grocery store or gas station,
they go,

other people wave and say,

you doing?'

or wherever
'Hi,

how are

We are protective of our clients

in this sense.

Hopefully,

the next place they

go will be home to a family or a totally inde¬
pendent life-style of their own.
Sometimes there are problems with our
clients fitting into the community.

Sometimes

they look different and sometimes they act dif¬
ferent.

It is a challenge;

and as I have said

before, we're trying to undo institutionalization.
I think that the general public is not used to
seeing retarded people living next to them,

nor

are they used to seeing them in the grocery
store.
well.

So,

it's a challenge for the public as

I'm hopeful,

even crazy,

and maybe I'm wrong,

or maybe

but I'm hopeful that as society does

away with most of its institutions for the
developmentally disabled adult,

lots of the

behaviors that people fear will automatically go
away because they were,
of the institution.

So,

in essence,

a by-product

in that sense I can see

the future being easier for us.

It's sad to

think that people once believed and still believe
that our clients should be removed from our com¬
munities and placed in institutions.
I've stayed here because it feels good that
people recognize our good work.
survive the ups and the downs.

We've had to
The institutional

system is not based upon pats on the back and
recognition for hard work on the part of the
clients.

No,

that system is designed to find

fault and deficiencies.
wrong.

They decide what's

We like to find what's right.

We do have

objective scientific measurements that do show
that clients do better here with us than in the
institutions.
I just say,

And, whenever I read those reports,

'Oh,

yeah!'
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Profile

4:

Gail Dufault

Gail Dufault has worked with developmentally disabled
adults
years

for nearly 19
in a large

years.

state

She has worked for several

institution,

sector community-based programs

and moved to private

four years ago.

She over¬

sees the management of several group homes.
The real question is whether we really do a
better job than state institutions.

They say,

'Convince me.

Why is

I don't understand!'

deinstitutionalization better
than when they were

for the clients

in the institutions?

I think

the answers are obvious.
When we're talking about an open dormitory
setting with 20

beds

in a row where there are

clients with profoundly different levels of
tioning mixed together,

where

folks

out on maximum doses of Thorazine,

are

func¬

strung-

where they're

shuffling around aimlessly in their bathrobes,
where the television is bolted to the wall,
are talking about chaos.

Now take

we

six of these

people and move them into a home where they will
live and work side by side with nondisabled
people.

They soon have opportunities to make

important choices about their social
their work lives,
their time,

lives,

about how they want to

about

spend

about making purchases with their own

money,

and about their daily lives.

think there

I don't

is anyone disputing the differences

in the quality of
However,

life

for the population.

there are certainly folks who we

don't have the answers
based programs.

for in private community-

That doesn't necessarily mean

that they belong in large institutions either.
I am convinced that there are a number of folks
that,

in a community setting,

served.

would be best

There are those who are

so profoundly

disabled or retarded with severe medical compli¬
cations

that they require constant medical care.

Community-based magic will not work for them.
Rather,
care

it might be best to provide professional

for them in an institutional medical set¬

ting where it may be more economical and
effective to provide the intense level of care
they need.

For them,

it's the quality of care

and it doesn't matter where they get it.
Community integration is not the answer for
them.
the

Much like those who are lesser disabled,

location of care is critical.

that one

It's

just

is community-based while the other is

institutional.
tutionalization,

So,

when we talk about deinsti¬

we're talking about a specific

population who will do best with it.

It's not
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for everyone out there,

but it is probably good

for the vast majority.
Another reason why I believe our clients
are better off here with us than in an institu¬
tion is the astounding difference between our
clients who grew up in their family's home and
those who came to us after many years in an
institution.

There really is a difference and

I don't think it's a function of mental retarda¬
tion .
The real difference is in social skills.
One of the biggest predictors of success for
community-based living is whether the client
grew up in his or her family's home.

Clients

who grew up in a family home are so much farther
ahead in their social skills than those institu¬
tionalized.

Our clients who grew up in

institutions or who spent 20 years there are such
huge challenges for us.

Their lack of social

skills is not a function of their disability.
Rather,

it's a result of the institutionalization.

Trying to teach social skills to a 50 year old
man is very tough.

We've discovered that clients

who came from families can function better voca¬
tionally as well.

They can greet people better,

they have better hygiene,

they dress appropriately

for

the

occasion,

and

even with they're
express

they

can

nonverbal

themselves,

and

communicate

skills.

their

They can

fears

and

frustrations.
It's
we

get

set

interesting,

clients

horde
We

them

can

their
before

time

for

realize

six

steal
me.

the

food.

lot of

things,

no
We

Or,

steals

one
had

believe

going

That

sense
the

that

so

of

a

to

to pro¬

as

they
It

steal

withdrawing

into

their own

means

left

alone.

almost

anything

to

longer

any

for

of

take

relax and

that no

kind

their

food
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one would

stuff

saddens

individuality or

lot of

or

need

fast

and

food.

around

in order
as

They

institution.

out,

be

first

clients who would wear

acting

to

their

from them.

back

clothing

no
in

it

sit

is

clothes.

self

table

when

stereotypic

horde

they eat

just

of

who

their hands

dining

someone

layers

of
I

like

at

There was

sense

a

sitting with

that

their

institutions

institutionally based.

steal

them to

from them.

see

are

objects,

see

tect

We

that

their place

or

from the

foot here.

behaviors

especially early on,

being

be

their behaviors,

aggressive,
shells,

They would

left

temper

alone.
tantrums

or

just

was merely a
resort
There
to

is

to
no

get what
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they want.

Hey,

their own homes;

they're in their own rooms in
and if they're hungry,

they can

go to the refrigerator and get whatever they
want.

Profile 5;

Red Fisher

Red Fisher is a 37 year old group home manager.

He

has been involved with the developmentally disabled adult
population for 10 years.
One of the things closest to my heart about this
place is that the doors never get slammed shut.
It's easy for families to come and visit.

It's

easy to just walk out into the backyard and throw
around a frisbee.

This is not a compound with

fences around it.

I was thinking about these

things this morning because I knew you were going
to interview me again today.

I was trying to

look at deinstitutionalization from a different
perspective—from the parent's and client's
perspective.
We really do work very hard here.

I per¬

sonally encourage family relationships where,
especially in the past,
or even nonexistent.

they may have been minimal

It was very unfortunate that

families were once pretty much told to place their
kids in institutions and just leave them there.
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In fact,

at times they were told not to visit.

The families were told not to visit because the
visits were upsetting to the son or daughter.
So,

they stopped visiting.
I think that the families of our clients,

just like our clients, have a wide variety and
variation in intellectual capacities,

financial

resources,

Amazingly,

and resources in general.

regardless of the family's background, most have
found a way to just be there and visit every
week.

They go out to dinner or go shopping.

They go home for the holidays.

Sadly though,

in

some cases where we received a client who had
30 or more years in an institution, we've dis¬
covered brothers or sisters that didn't even know
our client existed.
However, we have in a larger way overcome
those horror stories by being enmeshed in the
community.

One day,

I walked into our local

hardware store and tacked up on the community
bulletin board was a newspaper article about us.
And you have to remember that a hardware store
in this type of community is a very centralized
place and it's socially powerful.

I was pretty

surprised to see our article tacked up there for
the whole world to see.
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I

saw it as

for us.

I

a real

statement of support

also think that part of it had to do

with us being a valued customer.
we've

spent a

lot of money in that store.

country setting,

you tend to try to

one you meet in the
say,

Obviously,

'Hello'.

local

stores

When people

know who we are

say

identify every¬

and you try to

'Hello'

to us,

and what we're all about.

there are really two components

In a

they

But,

to this entire

process.
The
The

first component is the

local citizens.

second is the outsider who comes

large cities.

Really,

this

is

a bedroom com¬

munity and a lot of powerful people
but work elsewhere.
that

local hardware

If they've

Let's

in from the

live here,

say that they go to

store on Saturday morning.

seen one of our clients out and

about in town on a previous occasion and they
have a

fear,

then the article and the

support from the
attitude and
gas

implied

store may help to change the

fear.

And,

then there's the

local

station.
In this community,

backbone to

social

these places are the

information and stability.

Why does the owner of the gas
people,

'Hey,

station say to

they're doing a great

job!'

Again,
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it's because we do a great job and we're valued
customers.

So,

a perception is changed and we

become a part of the community

for real.

Emergent Themes

The researcher has
emerged

identified many themes that have

from the data that connect the experiences of the

participants.

These themes are woven together with

verbatim excerpts

taken

presented below.

They are presented in the order of their

frequency with the most
the

least

Theme

1

pants'

and are

frequent being presented first,

frequent being presented last.

appeared in all

scripts

from the passages

and

For example.

five of the participants'

tran¬

and Theme X appeared in only two of the partici¬
transcripts.

Theme 1:
Are Private Sector Community-Based
Group Homes for the Developmentally Disabled
Adult Truly Independent, or Are They a
Cleverly Disguised Extension of State
Government?
The

first theme

participants
homes

focuses on the belief held by all

that private

sector community-based group

are overregulated by the

state government.

ticipant reflects upon this theme:
Is there really such a thing as a private
provider as we are?

five

You have to realize

there are two things that happened with

One par¬
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deinstitutionalization.
population we
secondly,

not only did the

serve get deinstitutionalized,

so weren't the

is what happened.
us.

First,

State

state workers.

So,

but
this

funding would come to

We would then hire new people and have a

whole new delivery system.
to the

former

watchdogs,
created

But,

state workers?

what happened

They became the

so they didn't get displaced.

jobs

for themselves.

justify their new jobs,

They

In order to

they had to create a

whole new set of regulations

that they could

enforce and use to watch us.

They created an

entire new layer of self-serving bureaucracy.
So,

as a result,

we're

locked into that same sys¬

tem.
The tragedy is that there was

a philosophy

of deinstitutionalization that took place in our
state.

A new commissioner came in for the task

and he brought with him a certain attitude about
how services

should be delivered.

He

is very

much opposed to certain behavioral techniques as
far as treatment modalities go.
that if we are truly a private
then shouldn't we

It's my feeling
sector agency,

look different than all the

other private providers?

The purpose of deinsti¬

tutionalization was to allow private providers
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to do what they do best as
all

far as

shouldn't be out of the

treatment.

We

same cookie cutter.

The present system does not allow for indi¬
viduality

for each

There's

service provider.

another indication that we are not

truly a private

sector provider.

in competition with each other.
individualistic

We're truly not
We're not truly

in competition with each other

in terms of what this

specific agency is all

about and what we do best.
market to buy a car,
Chevrolet or Ford.

If you were

in the

you might go and buy a
You see,

we are really very

good with a certain type of client and not so
good with others.

Other private agencies aren't

very good with our type of client and are very
good with the kind we're not very good with.
Because of the regulations and oversight,

we have

a very difficult time moving to our agenda,
unique identity,
developed this
the

our reason

agency as

for being.

our

We never

an opportunity to help

state deinstitutionalize.

Our beginning had

nothing to do with deinstitutionalization.
Are we really independent and can we espouse
our own values and ideology?

Can people choose

to come here because we are the best
Are we

for them?

just an extension of the government?

Are
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we merely an agent of the
homogenized?
zation.

Are we

just

Perhaps we're not deinstitutionali¬

Instead,

I can't help

state?

we're reinstitutionalization.

feeling that it's the

same circus,

just different clowns!

Theme 2:
Community-Based Group Homes, Unlike the
Large State Institutions, Should Impress Family
and Community Values Upon Their Clients.
These
Values Are Critical to the Healthy and Productive
Independence of Clients.
The

second theme indicates that all

ticipants
between

five of the par¬

strongly believe that a unique distinction

state institutional care and community-based homes

is a set of values.

They believe that their home

imbues

upon their clients a sense of self-worth based upon family
values and a sense of community.

One participant describes

why:
The historic

setting here was picked for a very

particular reason.
group homes;
located,

As you would see,

and if you look at where they are

you would see that they're

urban areas.

most are

And obviously,

located in

urban areas accept

change a little bit easier than do rural or coun¬
try settings.

And this

setting is more country

than rural.
This

setting was picked for a very neat

reason that had to do with some of the

founding

members'

community values,

their family values.

and it had to do with

This place is a little bit

different than what you would see as the norm.
Why was it selected?

Some of the issues that

you would see relative to this setting are rela¬
tive to the intimacy of relationships.

We are

here because we believe these values reduce crime,
for instance.

Neighbors truly knowing each other

and helping each other out.
community values here.

There are traditional

As we are aware,

there has

been a tremendous deterioration nationally in that
sense of community for lots of reasons:
nology,

tech¬

the ability of transportation, mobility

of the work force,

both partners working,

day care

centers and the needs that come out of that.

So,

there has been a tremendous deterioration of com¬
munity.
Not too,

too long ago,

care of their own children,
ones.

Then one day,

families used to take
even the abnormal

families could no longer care

for their own children.

That's why it was so

important for us to establish a community here.
Here there is more of an acceptance of its mem¬
bers.

Sure,

at first there were some rough times.

But, we all live and work and contribute here as
a community.

We are very much a part of the
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fabric.

In essence, we're all in this together,

including those who are developmentally dis¬
abled .

Theme 3:
The Quality of Care Is Much
Better in Community-Based Group Homes
Than in Large Institutions.
The third theme indicates that all five of the partici¬
pants strongly felt that there was little,

if any,

compari¬

son to the quality of care between the large institutions
and the community-based programs.

One participant ably

describes the differences:
It has been clearly demonstrated that communitybased group homes cost less money than the large
institutions.

So,

from an economic point of

view, we are better.

And,

from a quality of

care point of view, we are much better.
the independence and freedom,
live in,

Besides

the nice homes we

and the relationships that we have with

the community,

our clients are physically

healthier than ever before.

I believe that's

because we use a proactive approach to health,
whereas the institutions used a reactionary
approach.
Most people don't realize that many of our
clients have medical problems that range from
mild to severe.

They're not just developmentally
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disabled,

and they need lots of medical care.

One has hypothyroidism,
one has a glass eye;
issues,

and there are podiatry

dental issues,

Unlike before,

one needs kidney dialysis,

and a whole bunch more.

all of these services are now

provided right here in the community.

We see the

same doctors and we've established special rela¬
tionships with them.

Our clients get the special

attention they need and the doctors are committed
to improving our clients'
proactive.

For example,

health.

Much of it is

everyone sees a dentist

every six months.
We have also reached out and helped the
doctors by providing them with assistance in fill¬
ing out all the forms ahead of time and having a
nursing staff that is right there so there won't
be any confusion about the doctors'

orders.

We

make it a priority that we do the least we can
to inconvenience the doctors or disrupt their
offices.

Please remember that our clients can

have behavioral outbursts at anytime,
can upset people in a waiting room.

and that
It's a bit

of a public relations issue and we work very hard
to prevent any problems.

In turn,

the medical

professionals appreciate our commitment and give
us some great quality care.

Ultimately, we feel
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that our clients are healthier,

happier,

and will

live longer than if they stayed in the institu¬
tions .

Theme 4:
Staff Development and Staff
Selection Are Critical to the Success
of the Program.
The fourth theme illustrates that all five of the par¬
ticipants have overwhelming feelings that staff selection
and staff development are critical to the past and future
success of the program.

They felt that they were in a

business based upon human technology.

Therefore,

were the essential component for success.

people

One participant

ably described her feelings when she stated:
It's simply an ideology.

Staff selection and

staff development are our top priority.

We

couldn't do what we do best without the people.
You can't put the cart before the horse.

Vfe' re

unlike an institutional setting where workers
just go to a building to serve their tours of
duty,

and then go home.

We look for people who

are willing to commit their lives and their
families to this work;

to live with the clients

and to share intimate living.

Commitment is

critical; prior experience is not necessary.

Theme 5:
Members of the Public and Family
Members of Some Clients Resent the Good
Quality of Life That the Clients Have.
The fifth theme relates to the expression by three
the participants that some members of the community and
family members of some of the clients resent the "good
life" that the clients enjoy.

One participant stated:

Lot's of people out there feel that the developmentally disabled population is not entitled to
special benefits or privileges.

They sometimes

make powerful arguments that if all that we in
the human service field say is true,
clients are people just like them,

and our

then why

should they be treated differently?
How do the taxpayers know that they're get¬
ting their money's worth when our clients travel
to Florida each year on vacation?

In reality,

the clients pay their own way to Florida.

Many

people believe that the clients live better than
they do.

Certainly,

our clients live in better

houses than do many people in the community.
When our clients were in the institutions,
one complained about the excesses.

But,

no

the

reality of the resources is different than what
most people think.

We are actually more cost

effective to the state than the institutions,
and we provide more.

Theme 6:
Community-Based Group Homes
Have a Positive Economic Impact Upon
the Local Community and That Fosters
Positive Integration into the
Community.
The sixth theme reveals a belief held by three par¬
ticipants that community-based programs have not only a
positive social impact upon the community,
economic impact as well.

but a powerful

The economic impact is more

easily seen and measured than the very subtle and sophisti
cated social impact.

The economic impact has increased

the rate of integration into the community for the clients
As one participant relates:
When we first began in this community, we had a
tough time with establishing relationships within
the community.
many.

There was fear and resentment by

Some people were concerned that their

community was being ruined and that our clients
would steal their belongings and rape their
children.

And we all know that when it comes to

the issue of community,

relationships are an

ever-important component.
We have literally banked our success here.
We still buy gasoline here in the community at
the local gas station.
per year there.

We spend about $75,000

We spend about $100,000 per

year at the local grocery store,

and we spend

about $10,000 a year at the hardware store.

We

are a vital part of the local economy.

We have

utilized our economic base to impact the com¬
munity in a positive way.

There are also about

100 employees who earn a living from us and who
spend their money in the community.

In effect,

we are a major employer and our clients in turn
go out and work in the community and then spend
their incomes in the community.

As a result, we

get a lot of support from the community;

and

we've learned that those people within the
community who don't like us usually will remain
silent or neutral so as not to offend others.

Theme 7:
Can a Community-Based Program
Such as Ours, Which Is Driven by the
Needs of the Clients, Maintain Its
Unique Identity and Philosophy?
Two of the participants conveyed an overall concern
that their agency's true identity is being diluted and
lost.

Their concern goes beyond the simple issue of

governmental overregulation.

It has to do with rapid

growth and too many demands placed upon limited resources.
One participant explains:
I would say that in a general sense our staff
can articulate the unique goals of this agency.
But,

I think it was much easier in the beginning.

We're bigger now,

and I think there's less of

that and some of it gets lost.

So,

one of our
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challenges
the

is

to hang onto our philosophy and

idea of what this place is all about.
Really,

if our

staff is truly committed to

the work and they can articulate the goals and
purpose of our existence,
well

couldn't they do it as

in an institution of which they truly cared?

Is there

something inherently different about

institutions versus community-based group homes?
In other words,

is

it the organization,

structure and design of the program,
demographic

issues?

Or is

the

or the

it the people we

serve?
It's probably all of those things.
institution,

the people who work there,

institution itself,

are not

destiny or its own identity.

In an
or the

free to choose

its

They are kind of

just what they are--a big bureaucracy with all the
rules

and regulations and paperwork.

That is

their identity.
I think that as
tion,

we are

a community-based organiza¬

freer to choose our own identity.

think in the beginning it was very easy

for us to

see who we were and what we were all about.
ever,

because we were

ning,

the

How¬

so different in the begin¬

state and perhaps ourselves have been

trying to get us

I

to conform to a certain mould.
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We are

supposed to look like

act like

such and such.

such and such,

People were

and

saying that

we couldn't do this and we couldn't do that.
we're constantly struggling to

So,

free ourselves

from that institutional mentality.
The real difficulty is how do we measure
our success?

We use their measurements and we

get caught up in all those statistics and forms
when we know that doesn't measure what we do.
if it wasn't written down on an official

So,

form,

it didn't exist or it never happened.
We've had rapid growth and expansion since
our beginning.

We used to be able to be

tive about who we took,
whoever the

but now we have to take

state sends us.

That's okay;

now those that are coming are the
the

state

institutions,

selec¬

but

last to leave

and they're there until

now because they were the most borderline.
Behaviorally,

they'll be out there

munity doing some pretty offensive

in the com¬
stuff,

like

throwing rocks at cars or masturbating in public.
Naturally,

our tendency will be to get those

folks out of sight.

Huh,

sounds a little bit like

that institutional mentality.

I'm afraid we have

been pushed into a corner and perhaps
our identity.

away from

We must now learn how to break
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out of the corner and reclaim our original
identity.

Summary
Figure

1

summarizes the

identified in this

frequency of the

seven themes

study.

Data Interpretation and Analysis

The body of scientific

literature has

identified the

goals of deinstitutionalization as:
(1)

Preventing inappropriate mental hospital
admissions by providing alternative
community-based treatment

(2)

facilities;

Releasing to the community all

institu¬

tional patients who have been given ade¬
quate preparation
(3)

for change;

Establishing and maintaining community
support systems

for noninstitutionalized

persons receiving mental health services
in their respective communities.
Clearly,

the results of this

the participants'

work experiences

study have indicated that
in a community-based

residential group home were directly related to deinstitu¬
tionalization's Goals Number

1

and 3.

Naturally,

the

participants were directly involved in meeting those goals
because

they worked at the community level.

However,

it
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was the primary responsibility of the state institutions,
and not community-based residential programs,
objective of Goal Number 2.

Obviously,

to meet the

only the state

institutions could adequately prepare and then release a
client to a community-based program.
An issue of great concern was whether deinstitu¬
tionalization was a new treatment modality and a new
philosophy,

or whether it was merely the result of an

economic crunch that required the closing of state insti¬
tutions,
void.

thereby leaving the private sector to fill in the

Unquestionably,

there were basic ideological dif¬

ferences between the institutions and community-based
residential programs.

Institutional programs pushed

clients along preestablished pathways regardless of the
clients'

needs.

Whereas,

driven by clients'

needs;

community-based programs were
planning,

goals,

were determined in relation to clients'
regardless of these differences,

and objectives

needs.

However,

there was a great deal

of evidence that indicated community-based residential
programs were much less expensive, more effective,

and

more efficient than the large state institutions.
Apparently,

community-based programs were going to be

around for a long time.
As a result,

the state created an entire layer of

new regulations and oversight authority to oversee the
operations and management of the private sector
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community-based residential programs.

Every participant

in this study believed that the state overregulated the
industry and therefore caused unnecessary distress to their
operations.
fered with,

They felt that the excessive regulation inter¬
and perhaps diminished,

their best work.

Ultimately,

their ability to do

they felt that their organi¬

zation was losing its unique identity and philosophy as the
result of overregulation.

A great deal of frustration

existed over this issue because of its abstract nature and
an inability to clearly measure the negative effects of
overregulation.
The participants believed that no one could reasonably
argue against the closing of the large institutions.

They

felt that the institutions were breeding grounds for per¬
petual dysfunctional behavior.

Therefore,

the creation

of community-based residential programs was a natural
consequence.

The residential program at which the partici¬

pants in this study worked was distinctive because of its
one-of-a-kind "live-in model"

for the staff.

The live-in

model was a result of the organization's primary mission
to treat the client as a complete human being who deserved
a program concerned with the issue of human dignity.
Simply,

they treated their clients the same as if they

were their own children.
They took a holistic approach and were concerned with
the quality of medical care,

quality of food, meaningful
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employment,

and a comfortable physical environment.

They

took deinstitutionalization one step farther than the other
residential programs by becoming almost totally immersed
into the lives of their clients.
away from the chaotic,

dirty,

the institution to a calm,
the community.

They took the clients

and clinical environment of

clean,

and intimate setting in

Some of the participants felt that their

efforts would actually increase the life spans of their
clients.
Given the subjective focus of this study,

it is

appropriate for the researcher to introduce material that
goes beyond the data generated from the interviewing
process.

From a purely objective and empirical research

perspective,

the following material is not specifically

supported by the findings of this study.

However,

the

subjective experience of the researcher requires him to
speculate on the downside of the live-in model and experi¬
ences of the participants.
For the most part,

the participants painted a picture

in which their clients lived at a country club free of
worry and hassles from the outside world.
went on nice vacations;
jobs,
care.

Their clients

lived in beautiful homes;

free transportation,

good food,

had good

and great medical

The researcher speculated that there must have been

real resentment within the community and among the staff
as well.

The researcher was able to confirm his speculation
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when he reviewed old newspaper articles.

In fact,

at one

point there was a strong movement within the community
against the group homes.
In general, were the clients being treated too
special?

And if so,

did any of the staff have the same

resentments as some of the members of the community?
if so, how did that resentment manifest itself?
those who did resent the clients'

And

Perhaps

life-style were the ones

who chose not to volunteer as participants in this study.
Could it be that only those staff members who were loyal
team players were the only ones who volunteered to par¬
ticipate in this study?

The answer could have been "Yes",

so the researcher probed deeply.

Eventually,

he was

satisfied that the participants were truly a random sample
and that their opinions were reflective of the staff.
Also,

there had to be embarrassing behavioral issues

that were not easily resolved within the community and
were not addressed in the interviewing process.

From a

simple common sense point of view, because of their dis¬
abilities some of the clients must have offended the
average citizen from time to time with inappropriate public
behavior.

Surely,

commotions must have occurred I

after further probing,

Again,

the researcher was able to confirm

that such problems did exist.

Some of the clients were

very loud or disruptive in public and people were offended
from time to time.
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Another question to be raised is related to the
organization's challenge to maintain its own identity.
Certainly for those staff members who were the first
employees,

it must be disillusioning to them.

organization lost any staff over this issue?
further inquiry,

Has the
Again,

after

some staff had left because they felt dis¬

illusioned about too much state control.

And finally,

wouldn't the families who live in the group homes have
unusual personal challenges?

Perhaps the same challenges

that face foster parents who have children of their own?
Isn't it possible that family relationships could become
diluted or strained because of the attention required by
the clients?

Wouldn't the house parent's attention be

divided between their clients and their own children?
Obviously,
tions.

there are no concrete answers to these ques¬

However,

these issues must have certainly effected

the organization at one time or another.

CHAPTER

5

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

General Conclusions

A quiet revolution has recently taken place in the
field of human services.

At the heart of this revolution

is the acknowledgment by state legislatures and human
service professionals that deinstitutionalization and
community-based residential programs work much better than
large state institutions.

This seems to be true not only

with developmentally disabled adults but also with mental
health clients and inmates in the criminal justice system.
The unique live-in model used at the organization
where the participants in this study worked stressed
independence and friendship.

The organization's philosophy

of "managing the whole person" encouraged independence for
their clients and created a partnership with the com¬
munity .
In an institutional setting,

the staff and client

relationships were characterized by fear and submission on
the part of the clients;
threat of punishment.

and clients were often under the

It is probably safe to assume that,

as a result of this study's data and the body of litera¬
ture,

the large institutions did not promote the indepen¬

dence of their clients and partnerships,
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nor did they
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institutional pressures, which by themselves were enough to
cause adjustment and behavioral problems,
client's general dysfunction.
from anxiety,

also amplified a

If a client already suffered

he or she would be more likely to be sensi¬

tive to institutional pressures that created anxious situa¬
tions,

and there were many within the institutions.

within institutions,

Even

there could have been an across-the-

board reduction in dysfunctional behaviors if clients had
been treated with more dignity and as important individual
human beings.
In general,

the more that any program fosters

autonomy for its clients,

the better for everyone.

However,

the frightening aspect of deinstitutionalization is that in
unique programs,

such as the one where the participants in

this study worked,

overregulation might be stripping such

programs of their identities and thereby they might be
slowly regressing backwards.

Many privately operated,

community-based residential programs are poorly managed
and operated.

Many have gone out of business,

in financial trouble.

Therefore,

and many are

a successful program,

such as the one in this study, will in turn absorb more
clients and continue to grow.
tinue to be overregulated,
diluted.

As it grows,

it will con¬

and its philosophy will be

It seems that such a successful program may

collapse under the weight of its own success.

Eventually,

could it be the same old circus with just different clowns?
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In the future,

there may be a strong movement away from

governmental regulation and funding of private communitybased residential programs if they are to retain their
individual identities and philosophies.

Such programs may

be required to become truly private and truly independent
in order to maintain their uniqueness.

Sadly, would only

those clients who could afford the services receive them?
The state has already recognized the importance of dein¬
stitutionalization.

It is now time for the state to

reassess the consequences of self-serving overregulation
and let those in the private sector do their best work—
without unnecessary interference.

Recommendations for Future Research

The research literature has offered suggestions as to
which community-based treatment modalities work best.
Future research could analyze the effects of the different
community-based programs on the quality of life of
developmentally disabled adults.
Future studies should compare the quality of life of
clients who reside in "live-in" programs against those who
live in other residential programs.

Researchers will have

to agree on the appropriate measurement and definition of
"the quality of life".

The long-term goal should be to

examine not only which programs work best but which aspects
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of those programs make them successful.

Perhaps what makes

the live-in model so successful is not the "live-in"
aspect,

as much as it is a commitment to the human being.

Additionally,

alternative funding sources,

governmental agencies,

separate from

should be explored in an entre¬

preneurial spirit.
In closing,

the researcher would like to address the

strengths and weaknesses of the methodology used in this
study.

The most difficult aspect was the fact that the

researcher himself was the research instrument.
quently,

Subse¬

it was tempting to cut corners and ignore the

accepted standards of scientific research.

The researcher

was required to exercise extreme discipline by not letting
data pour in from everywhere.

The researcher readily

admits that he was unable to precisely pinpoint the origins
of the data generated from the in-depth interviews.
participants'

profiles and the emergent themes were the

subjective construction of the researcher.
hand,

The

On the other

there was no other way the researcher could have

gained such in-depth access into the lives of the partici¬
pants.

The richness of the data generated by this study

is the hallmark of good qualitative social research.
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GUIDING QUESTIONS

Interviews will be in-depth and open-ended.

The

following issues and questions will serve to direct the
interviews and to prompt and promote discussion.
views will be informal,

comfortable,

Inter¬

conducive to much

elaboration of ideas and extensions of thought.

The

respondents will be encouraged to speak as much as they
like around their perceptions about actual and ideal
processes and practices.

Additional questions may evolve

during the interviews.

Description of Content Areas

Core Questions
1.

History of the Program:
• When the program started
• When the program began to serve this specific
group of mentally retarded

2.

Characteristics of the Mentally Retarded:
• Age
• Sex
• Level of mental retardation
• Other disabilities
• Health status
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3.

Status of the Program:
• Private or public,
• Other programs

4.

for profit or not-for-profit

sponsored by the agency

Program Funding:
• Special grants
• Annual operating budget
• Sources of

5.

funding

Physical Setting:
• Type of building
• Renovation
• Urban or

status

suburban neighborhood

• Socioeconomic

status

• Type of buildings
6.

Program Issues

in the area

located nearby

for Mentally Retarded People:

• Respondents' judgments about issues and needs
of mentally retarded people and how their
issues and needs have influenced program
characteristics and goals
7.

Staff Development:
• If there is an effective
component

8.

Clients'

staff development

Prior and Present Status of Residence:

• Prior residence of current clients
• Vocational placements of the current clients
9.

Positive and Negative Aspects of the Program:
• What are some of the most positive aspects
of the program?
• What are
program?

some of the negative

features of the
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10.

Recommendations:
• Suggestions and recommendations that would
enhance the effectiveness of the program

APPENDIX B

PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
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To Participants in This Study:
I am presently conducting a dissertation research
project as part of the requirements for the Doctor of
Education degree at the School of Education, University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
The title of my research study
is "A Case Study of Human Service Professionals'
Perceptions of a Community-Based Residential Group Home
for Developmentally Disabled Adults:
Deinstitutionalization
Revisited."
This study is intended to respond to the grow¬
ing interest of policymakers, administrators, advocates,
and program staff in the effectiveness of services provided
to and needed by this population in community-based pro¬
grams.
The specific residential facility on which this
study is focused will be small group homes and the services
that they provide their residents in the community.
You are one of five human service professionals work¬
ing in a community-based home for developmentally disabled
adults who is being asked to participate in this survey.
You will be asked to give your perceptions of the quality
of life for this group of people and your perceptions of
the critical issues confronting deinstitutionalization
during this period of significant philosophical and pro¬
grammatic change.
The interview will be audiotaped and later transcribed.
Your name will not appear on any written materials or in
any oral presentations in which I might use materials from
your interview.
Transcripts will be typed with initials
for names, and in final form the interview material will
use pseudonyms.
As part of the dissertation, I may compose the mate¬
rials from your interview as a "profile" in your own words.
I may also wish to use some of the interview material for
journal articles or presentations to interested groups, or
for a possible book based on the dissertation.
You may at any time withdraw from the interview
process.
You may withdraw your consent to have specific
excerpts used, if you notify me at the end of the inter¬
view.
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Study Participant
Page 2

In signing this form, you are also assuring me that
you will make no financial claims for the use of the mate¬
rial in your interview.
Thank you for your cooperation and assistance.
Sincerely,

Gregory P. Norman

I, _,

have read the above

statement and agree to participate as an interviewee under
the conditions stated above.

Signature of Participant

Date
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